
The Complete Marketing Suite for The Visual Web

Marketer’s Guide To The Visual Web

The fastest growing social media networks 
are highly visual, and interest-based. 

Relationship-based networks like Facebook are less 
and less the place that consumers go to discover 
brands and products relevant to their lives.

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
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Today's consumer is immersed in online content. The amount of time she 
spends browsing and collecting images from people & brands is based on the 
emotional connection she feels to the images being published by those people 
& brands.

Conversations around images & hashtags are taking place across the visual web 
on a grand scale. Remember how exciting Facebook was for marketers in 2012? 
Well, in 2014 Pinterest and Instagram are finally delivering on the promise of 
social media to bring consumers and brands closer together in an authentic and 
emotional way.

Pinterest, Instagram 
and Tumblr are the 

three biggest networks 
that make up what’s 

now known as 

The Visual Web. 

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com


What’s the deal with interest-based networks?

Unlike Facebook, which is relationship-oriented, Pinterest is interest-based.

It’s built around users’ individual aesthetic tastes and the personal discovery of 
visual content. Fortunately for marketers, that content often includes product 
photos and lifestyle images that inspire users, and drive a huge amount of refer-
ral traffic as users click through the images to learn more about the products and 
publishers behind them.
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Tweet this quote!

Users driven to retail 
sites by Pinterest spent 
far more money, with an 
average order value of 
$168.83 AOV, far ex-
ceeding $94.70 for 
Facebook and $70.84 
for Twitter.
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Y/Y Change in Pinterest pin value

25% 
Increase in 

just one 
year.

The average 
value of a 

Pinterest pin is 
now $0.78, a 
25% increase. 

Tweet this! Tweet this!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/A8e1x
http://ctt.ec/xd7w3
http://ctt.ec/bUd7r


6 more characteristics that interest-based networks possess:

They’re Public

Anyone can follow anyone else and subscribe to their 
feed. On Pinterest specifically, it’s common for people to 
follow individual boards of brands and other users they 
like.

 They’re Visual. 

While this seems obvi-
ous, the implications 
are not. The experi-
ence of scanning an in-
finite wall of images is 
very different than 
reading a post. The 
images on Pinterest & 
Instagram have the 
ability to instantly con-
nect with users, and 
resonate with them 
emotionally. 

The Ability To Go 
Viral is Built-in. 

Re-pinning and Re-blog-
ging are the primary 
ways in which content 
spreads through Pinter-
est and Tumblr. Influential 
individuals and brands 
have the potential to 
start a viral chain reac-
tion that results in mas-
sive reach & impressions 
for the lucky image.

They’re Interconnected.

Far from Facebook’s walled garden, content from visual, 
interest-based network spills out to others and
multiplies via re-pins and re-blogs. For example, 11% of 
all Pinterest pins originate from Tumblr blogs.

They Can Get Really Granular. 

Just like the way that people have some general inter-
ests and some that are really specific, Pinterest users 
can follow a brand, or just one board from that brand 
they really care like. On Tumblr, users can choose to 
follow just individual hashtags.

They Encourage Discoverability. 

On Instagram & Tumblr, brands are often discov-
ered through hashtags. On Pinterest, a search that 
starts with “ankle boots” may lead to an image of 
boots from a brand the searcher wasn’t aware of, 
but that matches her lifestyle perfectly. This is 
what we mean by “discoverability.”
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Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/sdHcf


Because Facebook and Twitter are about what people are 
thinking and doing right this minute, old content tends to 
get buried, and users have a tendency to log out as soon as 
they encounter content they’ve seen before.

Content on visual networks, on the other hand, has a much 
longer shelf life.

An in-house study done by Piqora found that Pinterest pins 
drive traffic for a long time, with half of the overall referral 
traffic coming 3.5 months after the initial pin. 

This is largely because Pinterest users can search for con-
tent, navigate to category pages or look into the Popular 
section to discover popular pins. 

These multiple entry 
points make older (but 
still popular) pins dis-
coverable and yields 
substantial outbound 
click traffic. 80% of con-
tent on Pinterest is dis-
covered this way.

Pinterest is a network 
where users are looking 
for ideas, curating their 
boards, expressing their 
taste and looking for 
ways to improve their 
life.
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Images Are Content That Lasts, or What It Means To Be Evergreen

Fueled by the rise in consumer demand for online communities around shared 
interests, Pinterest, Instagram, and Tumblr have taken the internet by storm.

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
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Key Facts about Pinterest

Pinterest has more than 30 billion pins, and 15 billion of those came in 
the past 6 months alone! Pinterest is now the 3rd largest social net-

work overall, and is most popular among women age 24-54. Pinter-
est is the first network that is really about products. It’s essentially 

a collection of visual hyperlinks connected to product pages, 
and that’s why it drives social commerce more effectively than 
Facebook and Twitter.

The focus of activity on Pinterest is the curation of existing 
images that on the web (as opposed to original content crea-
tion). 80-90% of pinning originates from brands’ websites. 
The images are then repinned, sometimes massively, since 
80% of all pins are repins. More than 75% of Pinterest's usage 
is from mobile devices.

Pinterest sent more traffic to e-commerce websites in the first 
quarter of 2014 than it did in the final holiday shopping quarter 

of 2013.

In fact, Pinterest drove twice as much e-commerce traffic as Twitter, 
and had the highest average order value among social media referrers, 

at $169. Facebook’s share of referrals dropped to 55% in Q4 2013 while 
Pinterest’s share jumped from 18% to 25% over the same period. More than 

75% of Pinterest's usage is from mobile devices.
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Here’s what you need to know about the “Big 3” Visual Networks:

When it comes to ROI from social, this is the clear winner.

Yea, Pinterest Drives Sales. Big Time.

Tweet this stat!

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/SpkRc
http://ctt.ec/YJe41
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9% 
of purchases 

happen within 24 
hours of being 

pinned.

32%
of purchases happen 

within a week, indicating 
how Pinterest can kickstart 

the buying process and move 
consumers more quickly 

through the discovery and 
consideration phases of 
your brand’s purchase 

funnel.

The 
good news 

just keeps coming, 
with 59% of pur-

chases happening after 
the first week and 

sales continuing well 
into 4 months.into 4 months.

Pins on Pinterest have a lasting impact on purchase intent, and even contribute to offline sales, with 41% of 
people “reverse showrooming,” by discovering products on Pinterest then going to buy them in 
brick-and-mortar stores.

At Piqora, we looked at our data from hundreds of brands and found that the average revenue/pin is $0.68. A 
25% increase from 2013, and an amount that can really add up. More proof of the purchase intent of a pin is 
the fact that 5% of pins are to boards with titles like “Products to Buy.” 

Pins Lead to Purchases

Here’s how it works:

Pinterest fuels e-commerce, Facebook does not.

Tweet this stat!

Tweet this stat!

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/1ue_F
http://ctt.ec/e592p
http://ctt.ec/De3bU
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Pinterest
VS

Facebook

Pinterest is interest & 
product centric, unlike 
Facebook, which is 
relationship-centric.

Pinterest is optimized for 
discovery and browsing, 
not for consumer conver-
sation with brands.

Pinterest is like a second 
home for your retail cata-
log. Except that on Pinter-
est your catalog is being 
created, curated and am-
plified (repinned) by your 
site’s visitors. Your site 
visitors are pinning your 
content, and that content 
gets repinned and multi-
plied across Pinterest.

Pinterest is not about 
comments — it’s about 
product discovery and in-
spiration.

In short, Pinterest is a Major Source of Traffic & Revenue

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
http://www.piqora.com
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Here’s Why: Visual Storytelling has never been more important for brands.

The mobile-centric photo and hashtag based social network has 200+ million active users, with 20+ billion photos uploaded, 
and gaining over 8.3 million more users a month.

Instagram is the best social network for banded visual story telling. The open nature of Instagram is a major reason why brands 
are being talked about whether or not they have joined Instagram officially. This is an opportunity for marketers to engage Ins-
tagram users, gain insights into their audiences, and use hashtags to promote product discovery.

Marketers Who Want To Reach Young Consumers 
Need To Be On Instagram

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/2d302
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Engagement on Instagram Explained

Hashtags, Hashtags, Hashtags. Or, The Key to Brand Discoverability on Instagram

Instagram content is composed of square photos and 15-second 
videos. Likes and comments (not reposts) are the primary way 
engagement happens around photo content. Instagram doesn’t 
have a repost feature which means all reach and virality occurs 
through likes, comments, and hashtags. 

Engagement with Instagram photos also tends to be immediate: 
50% of likes occur within one hour of a photo being posted.

Instagram is all about hashtags. The ability for users to tag 
their photos with hashtags means that brands are increasingly 
being discovered on Instagram through photos posted by 
other Instagram users. These photos can easily be discovered 
by via the application’s popular “Explore” section. 

Branded hashtags (e.g. #nike, #mcdonalds) have become the digital equivalent of physi-
cal addresses for brands. Unbranded hashtags, like #fitness can create new associations 
between brands and lifestyles. 

Tweet this stat!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
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Here’s Why You Should Care About Instagram
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It’s a great tool for discovering images (and hashtags) that people are using 
to talk about your brand.

It’s a great way to discover user generated photos of your products.

You can tell a visual story by using Piqora to source UGC photos from your 
Instagram community. Then use those images to curate a photo wall on 
your website site with user photos that align with your brand aesthetics.

It’s the best way to reach the folks that are mentioning your brand but may 
not be following you yet. Discover their product tastes and lifestyles prefer-
ences via hashtag tracking, then win them over with your brand’s lifestyle 
photos.
 

They’ll be a customer forever.

It’s a great tool for discovering images (and hashtags) that people are using 
to talk about your brand.

It’s a great way to discover user generated photos of your products.

You can tell a visual story by using Piqora to source UGC photos from your 
Instagram community. Then use those images to curate a photo wall on 
your website site with user photos that align with your brand aesthetics.

It’s the best way to reach the folks that are mentioning your brand but may 
not be following you yet. Discover their product tastes and lifestyles prefer
ences via hashtag tracking, then win them over with your brand’s lifestyle 
photos.

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com


Content on Tumblr is discovered by users following 
other bloggers (Tumblr is considered a microblogging 
platform) and following hashtags. 

Content spreads via “reblogs” that result in a very long 
half-life of a post that can drive clicks and engagement 
for many days.

The Complete Marketing Suite for The Visual Web

Tumblr gets 225+ million global unique visits, has 118+ million blogs and gets 80+ 
million posts daily as of June 2013. Because of the open nature of Tumblr, brands are 
being talked about and branded content is being used on blogs whether or not they 
have ever even visited Tumblr.

Tumblr is a visual network that’s very popular among young people.
43% of Tumblr users are 18-34 (27% are 35-54). 

Tumblr: What You Need To Know

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
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More than 
half of images 

posted to Tumblr 
are reposted 
almost imme-

diately.

Sharing and discovery lifecycle of an image on Tumblr

More than 
one third of 

images are discov-
ered and reposted 

after 120 days 
from original 

post.

Tumblr Is The Most Viral Network

Our original research 
shows that 95% of 
posts on Tumblr are re-
blogged (the Tumblr 
version of a retweet or 
share).

This aspect of user be-
havior on Tumblr is 
what makes it a power-
ful catalyst for images 
that go viral.

Tumblr is also the most 
connected channel, 
with 18% of posts on 
Tumblr appearing on 
Pinterest within 1 day 
of being published.

http://www.piqora.com
https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
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So, How Does Tumblr 
Actually Work?

Tumblr blogs act more like a 
website, than a Facebook fan 
page, and that’s where the 
magic happens:
 
Your Tumblr posts have a 
greater chance of getting 
found by the search engines 
and this increases your SEO 
presence substantially.

Yep, Tumblr is Also All 
About Hashtags

The ability for users to tag their blogs with hashtags, combined 
with the ability to track and follow hashtags leads to brands being 
increasingly discovered on Tumblr through content produced by 
other Tumblr bloggers. Branded hashtags (e.g. #nike, #staples) are 
now like destination addresses for brands.

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
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How Does Engagement Happen on Tumblr?

Tumblr bloggers can use a brand’s website images in their posts via the Tumblr 
bookmarklet. These posts on Tumblr then spread via reblogs and users follow-
ing and clicking on hashtags, and also via the editorially curated destination, 
called Radar. Liking content is the next most significant way users engage with 
the blogs. 

Fashion and Style are the top hashtags and keywords on Tumblr. In 
addition to Fashion, Entertainment is a hugely popular category on 
Tumblr, with TV shows dominating the conversation. Some of the 
brands doing awesome on Tumblr are:

Brands That Are 
Doing Awesome on 

Tumblr

Land
Rover

NBA

Coca
Cola

Whole
Foods

VansTarget
Disney
Pixar

Barbie

The
Hunger
Games

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com


The web as we know it is 
going through a fundamental 
shift. What was a text-heavy 
web is now being dominated 
by image-based content. 

As more and more informa-
tion is published every day, it’s 
only natural that consumers 
turn to visuals as a faster way 
to process and create content, 
find inspiration, and express 
taste. 
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In Conclusion

Consumers are also increasingly more mobile, and the 
form factor of touch devices lends itself to a very 
visual architecture. Mobile makes it easy for consum-
ers to produce and process photos. The hardest thing 
to do on a tablet is type. The easiest thing to do on a 
tablet is to tap an image and scroll infinitely through a 
visual stream.

So, know that you understand the visual web, 
what’s holding you back from generating sales 
through Pinterest and driving hyper engagement 
with photo campaigns on Instagram and Tumblr?

Tweet this quote!

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
http://www.piqora.com
http://ctt.ec/7F7Rf
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About Piqora

The complete marketing suite for Pinterest, Instagram and Tumblr.

To learn more about the 
industry’s only complete 
marketing suite for the 
visual web, go to 
www.piqora.com and get 
a demo.

Piqora helps brands build communities 
on Pinterest, Instagram and Tumblr, the 
top three interest-based visual net-
works. We are the only Social Analytics 
company that provides support for all 
of the big three visual networks.

But we aren’t stopping there: We are 
on our way to mapping the entire 
Visual Web.

We work with hundreds of major 
brands and retailers, including Crate & 
Barrel, Gilt, ZGallerie, One Kings Lane, 
Steve Madden, Piperlime, Etsy and 
many more.

https://twitter.com/piqora
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinfluencer
https://www.facebook.com/PiqoraSuite
https://plus.google.com/+Piqora
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